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You are reminded of the importance of including relevant knowledge from all areas of your course,
where appropriate, including the English Legal System.

Answer all questions.

1 In Source 1 [page 2 lines 22–24 Special Study Materials] Lord Denning identi�es that: “in times
past the House of Lords used to correct errors into which the lower courts had fallen – and indeed
errors into which the House itself or its predecessors had fallen – and … it used to create new
precedents to meet new situations.”

Consider the extent to which this is an accurate description of the application of precedent in the
House of Lords before and after the introduction of the Practice Statement 1966. [25]

2 Discuss the extent to which the precedent in Re A (Conjoined Twins) [Source 11 page 7 and
Source 12 page 8 Special Study Materials] represents a development of the law on necessity. [15]

3 Lord Hailsham in Howe explains the defence of duress by saying that “in such circumstances a
reasonable man of average courage is entitled to embrace as a matter of choice the alternative
which a reasonable man could regard as the lesser of two evils.” [Source 3 page 3 lines 7–9
Special Study Materials].

Consider the extent to which the development of the restrictions on the use of duress really allow
‘a reasonable man of average courage’ ]03[.eciohc a hcus esicrexe ot

4 Denis, Ian and Peter are all students of Chris’s in the law school where Chris works as a lecturer.

Consider whether or not Chris would have a defence of duress available in each of the following
situations:

(a) Denis, who has failed EU law, comes to Chris’s room with a gun and threatens to kill Chris
unless Chris goes directly to the EU lecturer’s room and kills her with a knife that Denis gives
him. Chris goes to the room, enters and tries to stab the lecturer but she quickly holds a large
book up in front of her preventing the knife from touching her.

(b) Ian comes to Chris’s room and threatens that unless Chris immediately steals volumes of law
reports for Ian from the research library that he will reveal to the Dean of School that Chris is
having an a�air with one of the third year students. Chris steals the law reports for Ian.

(c) Peter, who has failed all his �rst year modules, phones Chris from Spain during the vacation
after hearing his results and threatens Chris that unless Chris burns down the law school he
will kill him when he returns from Spain. Chris does set �re to the law school.

[30]
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